Topic: Recording Quality

Panopto has three different recording qualities that you can choose from when you want to do video recordings. Each quality level represents different system requirements and they also serve different purposes as well. The three quality levels are:

**Web Ready**
- 135/Hour, 320x240 VC-1 Video in ASF
- This is the default quality setting in Panopto. I highly recommend using this quality setting as it produces good quality recordings but it has the lowest disk usage and quickest posting time out of all the settings

**High Quality Compressed**
- 540 MB/Hour, high resolution VC-Video in ASF
- This quality setting is best suited if larger video resolutions and video quality are required. It produces Near-DVD quality video recordings and has low disk usage but it does require higher CPU usage
- **Archival DV**, 13 GB/Hour, DV Video in AVI
- This quality setting has uncompromising archival quality in an open format. It has by far the highest requirement for disk usage but it is the lowest user of CPU performance.

**For More Information**

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.